Salesforce Lightning
Salesforce Lightning is a next generation platform that
provides its users with a simple and refreshing user
interface. The Lightning platform provides cross-cloud
experiences and uniﬁes Marketing, Communities and
other capabilities with Sales Cloud® and Service Cloud®.
It introduces a new UI that maximizes productivity with
strong analytics and intuitive workﬂow.
The Lightning platform allows you to easily manage your
sales pipeline, and extract insightful analytics to grow your
business faster. With the Salesforce Lightning platform,
new business applications can easily be created and
deployed. Salesforce Lightning also provides integral
features like Lightning Voice, Lightning Builder, Lightning
Snap-Ins and the most modern, event driven experience.

Intelligent Readiness

Custom Components

Rapid Prototype

An assessment of your
Salesforce ecosystem to
provide insights and a gap
analysis for the Lightning
conversion.

A strategy devised to
maximize Lightning’s
Out-Of-The-Box features and
also create custom
components for as-is
features.

A prototype creation assisted
by a strong understanding of
the gap between the current
classic Salesforce ecosystem
and the impending Lightning
platform.

If you are thinking about
moving to the new
Salesforce Lightning
platform, Jade Global will
assess your readiness,
determine if customizations
will migrate successfully and
facilitate a quick transition.
Jade Global follows a
bespoke methodology to
implement Lightning.

Get Lightning Ready with
Jade Global

Lightning
Enablement
A methodological
enablement of Lightning
features across devices for
accessibility of Salesforce’s
Lightning features anytime,
anywhere.

Conversion
Planning Workshop
A planning workshop to
brief you on the conversion
plan and the proposed
UI/ UX for building sprints.

Knowledge
Sharing
A series of knowledge
sharing exercises carried out
for an easier adoption of the
enhanced Lightning features
across your organization.

www.jadeglobal.com

Salesforce Lightning
Apply Jade Global Best Practices to your Lightning Conversion Success Plan
Jade Global’s expertise in Lightning conversion delivers a smooth transition from classic Salesforce to
modern CRM. Our experts perform due diligence to legacy dependencies in your current Salesforce
implementation and formulate the best migration methodology.
Jade Global will:
Provide recommendations, options, and when necessary, new components that fully convert classic
Salesforce to Lightning. We align your business processes and user experience goals
Partner with business and augment IT with specialized skillsets, enabling velocity and predictability while
reducing efforts of internal IT teams
Share lessons learned from successful migrations spanning 50 - 2000 users, from a variety of industries
Assess any instance health issues, address perfromance degration challenges, and facilitate change
management
Validate and demo the feature
list, Components through each
user group

Audit, design, build and test
Lighting Prototype based on
Lighting Layouts and Audience
(Page Variation)

Set up each business team for success
based on feedback and prepare and
develop the enhancements on top of
prototype features

Find key groups for Lightning
rollout and set up demo
sessions

Prepare Communication Plan and
strategize the rollout based on
departments, proﬁles or geography

IT Testing & User Acceptance
Testing to validate Lighting
Experience

Jade Global is a Cloud-focused IT services partner specialized in enterprise business application implementations, integrations, software product engineering,
consulting, technology advisory, testing, and managed services. Jade is an Oracle Platinum Cloud Select Partner, Salesforce Silver Partner, Dell Boomi Select

Implementation Partner, and Service Now Silver Partner. Our additional global alliances with NetSuite, Microsoft and Zuora allow us to design robust solutions for a

variety of industries and needs. We are headquartered in San Jose, California with East Coast headquarters in Philadelphia. Jade has been recognized as one of the
fastest-growing companie s in North America by Inc. 5000 for 9 consecutive years.

To learn more about Salesforce Lightning, please contact us today at marketing@jadeglobal.com
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